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Abstract:
Smartphone cameras provide new ways of sensing the real-world environment. The augmented
capability can be used to find information about the surrounding scenes or objects through
visual matching over large data sources at the remote servers. Recent examples, such as the
Google Glass project, offer interesting promise for such functionalities. However, visual
searching on the mobile devices presents new technical challenges, such as limited power,
bandwidth, and image quality. In this talk, I will describe solutions in addressing such
challenges, and demonstrate a large mobile product search system capable of searching one
million product images in near real time. The system leverages recent advances in visual
feature matching and compact hash based indexing, which are perfect for the large mobile
visual search scenario. I will review principles and optimization techniques for designing
compact hash code, a popular choice for solving general large-scale nearest neighbor search
problems. Additionally, to explore the human-in-the-loop power, I will present another system,
called Active Query Sensing, which aims at more intuitive mobile visual search experience. It
uses visual analysis to discover the best view angle and guide user to capture best queries for
location recognition.
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